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Summary
A non linear unsteady vortex lattice scheme is presented.
It is capable to predict the
instantaneous configuration of the wake and the distribution of the aerodynamic load on
rotor blades, during impulsive starts or arbitrarily unsteady flight conditions.
Any number of independent blades, with general planform and twist distribution, moving
with assigned pitch and flap angles can be treated.
Rankine vortices are used to discretize vorticity.
Turbulent diffusion of their cores
is modeled in order to cope with the rapid roll-up process of unsteady and closely
interfering wakes, without any form of tuning of the numerical parameters.
The capabilities of the code are verified by comparing numerical predictions with
available steady state experimental data.
Also reported are some results related to
realistic unsteady flight conditions.
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1 - Introduction
Helicopter rotors are characterized by high aspect-ratio blades trailing vorticity into
the wake.
This vorticity is mainly concentrated in the tip vortices.
1n hover, the axial
convection of vorticity is produced only by the self-induced velocities of the wakes.
1n
forward flight, the helical tip vortices are still subject to mutual induction, but are also
convected rearward, as well as downward.
So the wake consists of concentrated tip vortices
trailed in skewed interlocking and distorting helices (Landgrebe and Cheney, 1972).
The strong interaction of tip vortices, either mutual or with lifting or solid
surfaces, produces highly non linear phenomena which play a dominant role in the aerodynamic
design of rotorcrafts.
Accurate predictions of performances,
vibrations,
aeroelastic
behaviour and noise generated by rotor blades are therefore strictly related to the ability
to predict the instantaneous strength, structure and location of the shed wakes.
Unfortunately, a detailed solution of the time dependent fluid dynamic equations
(Navier-Stokes equations) requires storage capabilities and computing times which still are
unacceptable, even for a constant property fluid.
However, when high Reynolds numbers are
involved and flow separation is induced by sharp edges, Prandtl's hypotheses apply and
simplified fluid dynamic equations can be used.
While retaining three dimensionality and unsteadiness, the flowfield can be assumed to
be irrotational (being vorticity only confined in shear layers of negligible thickness) and
therefore governed by a linear Laplace equation for the velocity potential.
Based on Prandtl' s physical assumptions, a variety of mathematical formulations for the
velocity potential has been developed in the past years (Hess and Smith, 1967; Morino and
Kuo, 1974; Belotzerkowskii, 1977; Hunt, 1980; Katz and Maskew, 1988).
An additional
advantage of potential formulations, lies in the use of Green's theorem.
This results in an
integral equation the solution of which is required on the body's boundary only, rather than
over a complex grid spanning the whole fluid volume.
Once the continuous vorttctty distribution is discretized into vortex panels or
filaments (vortex lattice schemes), the Biot-Savart law can be used to determine the
velocity induced by the assigned distribution of vortices.
As previously mentioned, at this
stage, the flowfield of an incompressible fluid can be easily determined by solving a
boundary integral form of a Laplace equation.
In principle, this can be done in a single step, provided the configuration of the
vorticity containing sheets is assigned.
As a matter of fact, this means that a correct
knowledge of the flowfield must be known in advance.
In practice, it turns out that only for a limited number of relatively simple blade
geometries and uniform flow conditions, such as hovering and vertical steady climb (for

which exhaustive experimental or empirical information is available), the geometry of the
wakes can be assigned in a realistic way through the use of rigid or undisturbed wake models
(Kocurek and Tangier, 1977).
Whenever an "a priori" estimate of the geometry of the wake becomes uncertain, e.g.
because of the use of innovative blade planforms, numerical schemes based on rigid wake
models necessarily fail.
Free wake models (which relay on a first guess and successive
corrections of the configuration of the wake, based on iterative solutions of the Laplace's
equation) attempt to overcome these limitations by directly calculating the actual geometry
of the wakes.
Satisfactory results in the prediction of the performances of helicopter
rotors in uniform flow can still be obtained (Summa and Maskew, 1981; Rosen and Graber,
1988; Felker et al., 1990).
However, when ground effects have to be accounted for, or when the rotor flow
conditions are non uniform, either being unsteady the flight regime (e.g. take-<Jff and
landing, unsteady vertical climb, autorotation) or being unsteady the flow conditions
encountered by each single blade (e.g. forward flight), the above mentioned techniques are
no more applicable: unsteady schemes, capable to cope with the actual time dependent
boundary and local flow conditions, and with the simultaneous presence of both tangential
and radial time dependent components of the vorticity vector, must then be used (Ward, 1972;
Johnson, 1990).
In the present work, a time marching scheme is proposed in which, starting from an
initial state of rest, wakes and flowfield are computed simultaneously.
Rotors are
impulsively started and wakes are generated with a Lagrangian process during which, at each
time step, the vorticity present on the edges of the blades is convected into the field.
With a time dependent approach, aerodynamic loads and geometry of the wakes during
unsteady maneuvers can be easily simulated by considering the actual time dependent boundary
conditions.
These, including the effects of ground proxllntty, blade rotation, flap and
pitch angles, define the instantaneous local velocity and the flight attitude of each blade
element.
The present code, various applications of which are reported in section 5, is therefore
capable to simulate general unsteady operation of helicopter rotors.

2 • The computational method
On the basis of a nonlinear vortex lattice scheme (Baron and Boffadossi, 1989; Baron et
al., 1990) developed to model the unsteady incompressible flow past wings of arbitrary
planform, a code far the prediction of wake configuration and load distribution on
rotorcraft blades is derived.
The basic assumptions,
summarized in the fallowing.

relationships

and

limitations

of

the

method

are

briefly

The blades are assumed to have a negligible thickness and are simulated as rigid, plane
or cambered surfaces with arbitrary twist and taper distribution.
They can undergo a general unsteady motion, including flapping and pitching effects.
Geometry of the wakes and distribution of aerodynamic loads are predicted, as a
function of time, starting from an initial state of rest.
Wakes can be released in the flowfield from any of the sharp edges of the blades,
depending on planform, aspect ratio and attitude of the blades.
The code can treat general rotor configurations and blade planforms, provided that
lines along which wake separation takes place (regardless of their number and location) are
assigned a priori.

The unsteady flow of an incompressible ideal fluid is irrotational in the region
It is therefore governed by
outside the lifting surfaces and the separated vortex sheets.
Laplace's equation:
.f¢(R,1)=0
where ¢ is the
vector R.

velocity pctential at time

1,

(2.1)

expressed in terms of the

absolute pcsition

The second order, linear differential equation (2.1) can be solved once appropriate
These satisfy the far field condition
boundary conditions are prescribed at any time 1.
(V¢=0, R= oo) and the no-penetration condition on the material surfaces Sa:
8

[V.p(R,t) - V (R,t)] • n(R,t) = 0

on SB

(2.2)

8

where V (R,t) is the local body velocity vector and n(R,t) is the local unit vector normal
to the surface.
In addiiion, when flight in ground effect has to be simulated, the no-penetration condition
on the ground surface is satisfied using the virtual image technique.
Using Green's theorem according to Hunt (1980), the velocity at pcint P and time t, can
be written in the usual integral form:
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where VPand VQdenote the gradient operators evaluated in P and Q,

dsQ

I P-Q I is the distance

between pcint P and the generic pcint Q laying on the lifting surfaces
sheets sw across which the jump in the velocity pctential ¢ is LI.P Q.
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For the solution of equation (2.3) wings and wakes are discretized into a finite number
of surface panels with constant doublet strength JJ = LI.P.
Due to the equivalence between
doublet and vorticity distributions (Hoeijmakers, 1989), each panel is therefore made up of
straight vortex segments lying on its perimeter, forming a closed loop of circulation F=LI¢
(Mook, 1988).
Note that closed loop vortices are more convenient than usual horseshoe vortices for
representing both the tangential and radial vorticity compcnents
present in time dependent
flows.
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free wakes respectively. The terms in equation (2.4) are identified in Fig.l.
Note that when the velocity is computed at a point laying on a lifting surface, one has to
account for the self-induced tangential velocity due to the local strength of the vortex
sheet.
The unknown values of the N circulations F(t)i on the lifting surface panels are
determined, at each time step, Imposing the zero normal velocity condition (2.2) on the
panel control points. Velocities are evaluated at control points through equation (2.4).
The following linear system of N algebraic equations must then be solved at each time t:
N

\

f..

A(t) .. F(t). =
IJ

J

[ VB(t)•n(r)J.- [ ySW(r-Jr)•n(r)J.
1

(2.5)

(ix!,N)

1

where:
A(t)i,j•(VSB •n)i
is the normal component of the velocity induced, at time t,
control point of the i-th panel by a unit circulation lying on the j-th panel;
is the circulation on the j-th panel, at time

in

the

t;

is the velocity of the control point of the i-th panel ensuing from the unsteady
motion of the lifting surface;

v 8 w(t-At)i

is the velocity induced by the wakes on the control point of the i-th panel at
time (t-At), which, at time t=O, is assumed equal to zero, consistently with the
hypothesis of Impulsive start;

n(t)i

is the unit vector normal to the i-th panel, at time t.

Starting from rest, wakes are generated in a Lagrangian process, by releasing in the
At the instant motion begins no vorticity
field the vorticity present on the edge panels.
has been convected, so no wakes exist but a starting vortex forms along the sharp edges and
is subsequently shed into the field.
In order to obtain this, panels from the edges along which vorticity is shed are
•moved" into the field and form a first row of wake panels.
At the following time steps,
each node of the existing wake is convected to a new position and a new row of panels is
added to the wakes.
The instantaneous local velocity is computed
and used to displace the nodes in order
to produce force free vertical sheets.
Displacement of the wake nodes is obtained by integrating the velocity according to the
second order Adams-Bashforth formula:
R(t+At)

= R(t) + [ ~

(2.6)

V(t) - -;- V(t-At)] Jt

According to Kelvin's theorem, vortiCity
vortex segment in the wakes remains constant.

is

conserved

and

circulation

around

each

The distribution of the net pressure coefficient on the lifting surfaces is calculated
by using Bernoulli's unsteady equation, written in a blade flxed frame of reference (Kandil,
1985). Total load coefficients are obtained by integration of pressure distributions.
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3 - Definition of the frames of reference
For the solution of equation (2.5) appropriate coordinate systems must be selected in
order to express the instantaneous location, attitude and velocity of each blade element in
the absolute frame of reference.
Coefficients of the aerodynamic influence matrix [A(t)] depend in fact on geometry and
posmon of the rotor blade elements (both murual and with respect to the ground).
Moreover, the velocity of the control point of each blade panel must be prescribed.
This is
the result of flapping and rotation of the blades, and of both linear and angular velocities
Offset of the hinges and lag motion of the blades are not considered in
of the rotorcraft.
the present work.
At time t, the absolute position vector RP(t) of a generic point P, laying on the k·th
blade, can be expressed as a function of its initial position Po:
RP(I) = /Yl(t) &ik(t) RPo + RH(t)

(3.1)

where RPo=Po-Ho, RH(r)=H(t)-Ho, H(t) denotes the position of the rotor hub at time t, and
Ho its location at time t=O.
:Yl(t) is the tensor associated with the rotation of the helicopter with respect to its
&lk(t) is the tensor associated with the
orientation in the initial state of rest (t=O).
rotation of the k·th blade, with respect to initial values of azimuthal, flapping and
&lk(t) therefore includes the contributions of instantaneous azimuthal
pitching angles.
angle lf/k(t), flapping angle /ik(t) and pitching angle Ok(t), for the k-th blade, deflned by:
lf/(t)k = Ot + 21t(k·l) I n

(3.2)

fi(t)k = Pc(l) - fil(l) COSlf/(l)k • fi2(1) Sinlf/(l)k

(3.3)

O(t)k = Oc(l) • 01(1) COSlf/(l)k • 02(1) sillllf(l)k

(3.4)

Therefore, at time t, the absolute velocity of a generic point P laying on the k-th blade
can be determined according to:
VP(t) = Wk(t) A (RP(t) - RH) + VH

(3.5)

where Wk(t) is the instantaneous angular velocity of the k·th blade, consequent to
maneuvering angular velocity of the helicopter, rotational speed of the rotor, and blade
flapping and pitching motions.

4 - Vortex core and turbulent diffusion modeling
The assumptions made in sections 1 and 2 lead to concluding that the velocity, at any
generic point in the flowfteld, can be determined as a function of the instantaneous
distribution of vorticity bound to the lifting surfaces and convected into the free shear
layers.
Both bound and free vorticity are distributed in space in a continuous way.
However,
for the numerical solution of the flowfteld, wakes and lifting surfaces must be discreti.zed
into a finite number of vorticity containing panels or, equivalently, in a lattice of vortex
fllaments.
Vortex filaments are extremely efficient from a computational point
use is in practice compulsory when iterative or time marching schemes
Nevertheless, they introduce in the flowfield lines along which,
Biot-Savart law, induced velocity tends to infinity.
This siruation is not only unrealistic from a physical point of view, but
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of view and their
have to be used.
according to the
can also rurn out

to be numerically inadequate to simulate flows in which regions of high vorticity are
present (typically the roll-up region of closely interfering blade tip vortices).
The
singular behaviour of vortex filaments can be such to produce numerical instabilities and
may cause the solution to diverge (Baron and Boffadossi, 1989).
This problem can be eliminated by preventing the induced velocity, at points close to the
vortex axes, from increasing above a certain value.
This can be done in a variety of ways
and basically consists in introducing what is called a vortex, or vortex core, model.
In the past, various attempts were done to adopt a cut-off radius below which the
velocity induced by vortex fllaments was assumed to be equal to zero (Mook, 1988). Rankine
vortices, which approximate to a larger extent the physical behaviour of real vortices
(Rusak et al., 1985; Buresti et al., 1989; Baron and Boffadossi, 1989) and various
artificial diffusion laws for the vortex cores (Bloom and Jen, 1974) have also been used.
However, induced velocities, and related solutions, depend significantly on the the
numerical values assigned to the cut-off or viscous core radius, or to the empirical
constants involved in the vortex core diffusion laws.
As a consequence, a careful tuning of
the vortex core models was required in order to deal with each particular application (i.e.
wing or blade aspect ratio and planform, angle of attack, geometrical discretization, etc.).
Furthermore, most of the discrete vortex methods, and vortex lattice among them, are
only consistent with the vorticity convection equation but completely neglect diffusion.
Therefore, wb.en diffusion becomes a prevailing pb.enomenon (i.e. in the roll-up region of the
wake), it must be accounted for by an explicit model.
A physically consistent turbulent diffusion mechanism can therefore significantly
extend the simulation capability of vortex lattice schemes.
In the present work, a diffusion mechanism for the vortex cores is adopted, recently
formulated following the diffusion process of turbulent shear layers (Baron et al.,1990).
While retaining the intrinsic simplicity of the Rankine vortex model, a diffusion law for
its core radius b.as been derived, capable to overcome, in a general way and without any form
of tuning, the above mentioned difficulties.
Vorticity shed in the rotor flowfield is mainly concentrated in the blade tip vortices,
originated by the intense roll-up of the continuous wakes released · at trailing edges.
Accordingly, Rankine vortices are assumed to be "equivalent" to the elementary portions of
the physically continuous shear layers they replace in the numerical scheme.
Their core
radii will therefore spread in such a way that their cross sectional area S and circulation
F=yl
are equal, at each time, to spreading and circulation of an elementary portion of
continuous shear layer containing the same vorticity (Fig.2).
This implies a rate of change of their radius rc given by:
drc
dt

=

K

r

(4.1)

21trc

where the diffusion constant K, both for forced and unforced turbulent shear layers, assumes
a universal value equal to 0. 095, as demonstrated by experimental evidence (Liepmann and
Laufer 1947; Brown and Roshko, 1974; Oster and Wygnanski, 1982; Lesieur, 1987).
This relation states that Rankine vortex core diffusion must be:
- proportional to the circulation r of the vortex,
- inversely proportional to its radius,
- independent on transversal stretching, namely on the rate of change of the distance
between the axes of the vortices.
Equation ( 4. 1) is then used to model the core diffusion process of each Rankine vortex in
the vortex lattice scheme.
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A final observation can be done on the vortex core diffusion model.
As previously
mentioned, other techniques turn out to be strongly dependent on the number of vortex
filaments used to discretize the continuous distribution of vorticity in the flowfield
(Rusak et a!., 1985).
The present approach, on the contrary, is virtually independent on
discretization, the turbulent diffusion being explicitly related to the circulation of each
vortex filament and, therefore, to the number of vortices.
This brings to a kind of "self
adaptation" of the model and explains why, in a variety of applications, no tuning has been
required for a correct simulation of the vortex core diffusion.
5 • Numerical results

Some applications of the unsteady vortex lattice scheme are presented in the following.
They aim to comparing numerical predictions of the present method to experimental data
available in the literature (section 5.1), and to illustrating the capabilities of the code.
Although the present method can treat either impulsive starts or general unsteady
motion of rotor blades, comparative experimental data are only available for the steady
state condition.
This implies that transient computations can only be discussed in
qualitative terms.
Prior to proceeding further in the analysis of the numerical results, some general comments are made on the choice of the numerical parameters, spatial and time discretizations.
Turbulent diffusion of the cores of the discrete vortices is modelled according to
equation (4.1), which involves neither a tuning nor a choice of numerical parameters.
On
the contrary, the use of a self-adapting law for the diffusion of vortex cores makes the
numerical scheme quite insensitive to the geometrical discretization of the wakes.
Refinement of the geometrical discretization of the lifting surfaces obviously brings
to an increasingly better definition of the load distribution on the rotor blades, but also
requires rapidly growing computing times.
For rotor blades having rectangular planform and
relatively high aspect-ratio, a preliminary analysis of the sensitiVIty of the scheme to
panel density has shown that an accurate prediction of the aerodynamic loads can be obtained
even by using a limited number of vortex panels: typically 4 by 6 panels, in chordwise and
spanwise directions.
Solutions are only negligibly improved by further increase of the
number of panels.
Flowfield and aerodynamic load on rotor blades rely upon the instantaneous location of
the shed wakes, the time evolution of which is governed by equation (2.6).
Therefore, an
appropriate integration time step must be used to accurately evaluate the displacement of
the nodes of the vortex lattice.
Moreover, the time discretization also affects the
longitudinal dimension of the vortex panels in the wake, so influencing the uniformity of
the vortex elements.
Though not strictly compulsory, time discretization should be such to
produce nearly uniform vortex elements on wakes and lifting surfaces.
These are known to
increase accuracy of the solutions and stability of the numerical scheme.
All the numerical results presented in the following have been obtained using a
This value
dimensionless integration time step equivalent co 1/32 of rotor revolution.
meets rather well the antithetical requirements of accuracy and computing time.
5.1 • Validation of the code: two-bladed rotor in hover O.G.E.
The
be used
helicopter
Here the

numerical simulation of this flight condition is not critical.
Nevertheless it can
to validate the code, because of the exhaustive experimental data available for
rotors in hover.
well known experiments by Caradonna and Tung (1981), concerning a two-bladed rotor,
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have been selected to check the accuracy of the numerical predictions.
Blades are
untwisted, have constant chord, their aspect-ratio is equal to 6 and the collective pitch
In the numerical scheme blades have been discretized using 4 chordwise
angle is 8 degrees.
and 6 spanwise vortex panels.
The time dependent evolution of the rotor wake is displayed in Fig.3, at four stages of
its development (1, 2, 4 and 10 rotor revolutions).
Note that the thickness of the solid lines, representing vertical filaments in the wake, is
Only the wake of a single blade is
proportional to the circulation of each vortex filament.
shown for clarity.
An intense starting vortex forms in the initial stage of the impulsive start.
Then
vorticity is continuously released in the field from the tralling edge of the blade and
tends to concentrate in the tip vortices.
During the initial phase of the development of
the wake, vorttctty remalns confined in the vtclD.lty of the rotor disk, until an axial
velocity field is produced by the self-inducing action of the wake.
The vortex fllaments
are then convected downstream, the inducing effect of the starting vortices progressively
vanishes and an almost steady state configuration of the near-wake is attained within four
to five rotor revolutions.
At this stage, the typical contraction of the wake becomes
evident.
For the same rotor and flight condition, the time evolution of thrust coefficient CT,
consequent to an impulsive start, is reported in Fig.4.
Thrust rapidly increases in the initial stage of the impulsive start, until each blade
(half rotor revolution after start) interacts with the starting vortex shed in the field by
the preceding blade.
At this point, close blade vortex interaction and simultaneous regular
development of the self-induced velocity field cause the thrust coefficient to reduce and
progressively tend toward a steady state value equal to 0. 0046, which coincides exactly with
the experimental result (Caradonna and Tung, 1981).
In spite of the relatively reduced number of panels, the
coefficient (Fig.5) quite closely matches the steady state measurements.

radial

distribution of lift

5.2 - Two-bladed rotor in hover I.G.E.
Operations of helicopter rotors close to ground are an example of a relatively simple
flight condition in which numerical techniques based on prescribed wake models prove to be
useless and recourse to unsteady free wake models is a must.
Such flight conditions require
the simulation of wakes developing close and impinging on a solid surface, and imply a
modeling of the interaction of vortex ftlaments with ground.
In the present work, the ground effect is simulated using the virtual image technique.
Possible interactions between vortex ftlaments and ground are controlled by imposing a
minimum distance of their axes from ground equal to the instantaneous radius of their
viscous cores, computed according to equation 4.1.
Results are reported in Fig.6 and 7 for the previously described rotor of Caradonna and
Tung (1981), at the same collective pitch angle of 8 degrees, impulsively started in ground
effect.
Two different values of the distance of the rotor plane from ground are examined,
Results concerning hover O.G.E are also reported
equal to 0.25 and 0.5 rotor tip radius R.
for comparison.
In Fig 6 a plan view of the wakes is shown, after three rotor revolutions, for the
different values of the distance of the rotor plane from ground.
Again, oniy the wake of a
single blade is shown and line thickness is proportional to vortex strength.
Radial
Ground proximity produces a significant radial spreading of the rotor wake.
spreading of the wake increases the distance between blades and tip vortices released in the
flowfield.
This reduces their downward inducing effect through the rotor disk.
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Consequently,
ground.

thrust produced

by

the rotor is increased

when

reducing

its

distance from

This is clearly confirmed by both the time history and by the steady state values of
the thrust coefficient (Fig. 7).
Note that thrust is only negligibly affected by ground
This is ascribable to the
proximity during the initial stage following the impulsive start.
fact that the wakes, immediately after start, are still close to the rotor plane, and their
distance from ground is such that no appreciable effect is induced on wakes and, therefore,
Only when self-induction progressively brings the wakes close to the ground (this
blades.
happens as earlier as lower is their initial distance from ground), their evolution and
rotor thrust are effectively modified.
Ground proximity induces a radial spreading of the outer part of the wake (tip
vortices), however it confines the inner part of the wake between rotor disk plane and
ground.
This causes persistence of vortex filaments close to the rotor disk and induces
Such oscillations disappear only when the
oscillations in the time evolution of thrust.
rotor distance from ground is relatively high.
5.3 • Two-bladed rotor in climbing forward flight
In steady climbing flight, unless vertical, blade motion must include flapping and
pitching, and flow conditions encountered by each single blade are actually changing with
time.
The helical wakes released by the rotor blades are still subject to mutual induction,
Also this situation requires recourse
but are also convected rearward, as well as downward.
to unsteady numerical schemes, capable to cope with time dependent local flow conditions.

The time evolution of wake and thrust coefficient CT are presented, for a two-bladed
rotor impulsively started in climbing forward flight with an advance ratio f.l equal to 0.05.
and an angle of attack 01 of the rotor disk plane equal to 45 degrees.
Rotor blade characteristics are the following: tip radius R = 5. 08m, cut-out radius ro = 1. 016m,
constant chord C=0.33m, AR= 12.31.
Approximate control laws for flapping and pitching motions (see equations 3.3 and 3.4)
have been derived, and imposed to the motion of the blades, using a numerical method based
on strip theory.
The use of strip theory for this flight condition brings to local
instantaneous flap and pitch angles:
/J(t)k

=

1.5 - 0. 82 COS'If(l)k

d(t)k

=

9. 46 • 1. 86 Sin'lf(l)k

The time evolution of the wake is shown in Fig.8.
Again, only the wake
blade is drawn, after 1, 2, 3, 4 and 7 rotor revolutions, and line thickness is
to vortex strength.
The starting wake grows in a regular way and is then progressively convected
distorted by self-induction effects.
Note that, once two rotor revolutions have
the configuration of the near-wake remains practically unchanged.

of a single
proportional
as well as
completed,

This is also confirmed by the time history of the thrust coefficient (Fig.9),
rapidly tends toward an oscillatory behavior with constant amplitude and frequency.
contribution to thrust of each single blade is also shown in Fig.9.

which
The

5.4 - Unsteady vertical take off I.G.E.
Finally, the vortex lattice scheme is applied to the simulation of an unsteady vettical
take off in ground effect.
In this flight condition, unsteadiness is due both to time
dependent boundary conditions (rotor disk distance from ground changes with time) and to the
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unsteady helicopter motion (the vertical velocity of which increases with time).
Ground
effect is simulated again by using the virtual image technique and interaction between
vortex filaments and ground is controlled by imposing a minimum distance of their axes from
ground equal to the instantaneous radius of their viscous cores.
Rotor blade characteristics are the same as those used in section 5. 3.
The rotor is
impulsively started, its initial distance from ground is equal to 0.5 R (2.54 m), and blade
collective pitch angle {Jc is equal to 12 degrees.
Thrust is computed at each time step and applied to the center of gravity of the rotor,
where the entire mass of the helicopter (equal to 1500 Kg) is concentrated.
Obviously, a
more realistic simulation of helicopter maneuvers can be obtained, provided accurate dynamic
models of both helicopter and rotor are adopted, along with appropriate control laws.
The time history of the helicopter vertical acceleration az and its distance from
ground z are reported in Fig.10, while the time dependent development of the wake is shown
in Fig.ll.

6 • Conclusions
A vortex lattice scheme for the prediction of flowfield and load distribution on rotor
blades in general unsteady motion bas been developed.
Various flight conditions, ranging from hover I.G.E to forward flight and unsteady take off
have been simulated.
Reasonable results have been obtained, without resorting to any form
of tuning of the free wake.
The satisfactory behavior of the code, in such unsteady flow conditions as impulsive
starts, is probably related to the use of a physically consistent model for the turbulent
diffusion of the viscous cores of the discrete Rankine vortices.
Although further
investigations are required, this vortex core diffusion mechanism seems to be capable to
cope with the crucial aspects of the interaction of vertical ftlaments with solid surfaces.
In the present work, no attempt has been carried out aimed at increasing the
computational efficiency of the numerical scheme.
Various techniques, based on approximate
treatment of the far-wakes are envisaged, which will be the subject of future
investigations.
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shear layer and

Fig.3 • Time evolution of the wake for an impulsively started two-bladed rotor in
hover O.G.E. Lateral view of the wake of a single blade after l, 2, 4, and
10 rotor revolutions. Line thickness proportional to vortex circulation.
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Fig. 6 - Plan view of the wakes, after 3 rotor revolutions, for an impulsively started
two-bladed rotor in hover I.G.E (rotor plane at 0.25 and 0.5 rotor tip radius R from
ground) and O.G.E. Line thickness proportional to vortex circulation.
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Fig.8 - Time evolution of the wake for an impulsively started two-bladed rotor in climbing
forward flight (.u=0.05, a=45 ). Lateral view of the wake of a single blade after !,
2, 3, 4 and 7 rotor revolutions. Line thickness proportional to vortex circulation.
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